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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

CHARGE AGAINST AN AGENCY

FOR FLRA USE ONLY

Date Filed: 

Case Number: 

Charged Activity or Agency

Name: DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT, Headquarters

Address: 451 7th Street, SW

Phone No.: (202) 402-2087 Fax No.:

Charged Activity or Agency Contact Information

Email: joseph.sullivan@hud.gov

Name: Mr. Joseph Sullivan

Title: Director

Address: 451 7th Street, SW, Room 2150, Washington, DC 20410

Phone No.: (202) 402-2087 Fax No.:

Charging Party (Labor Organization or Individual)

Name: AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES, AFL-CIO

Address: 451 7th Street, SW

Phone No.: (202) 402-5763 Fax No.:

Charging Party Contact Information

Email: mark.l.matulef@hud.gov

Name: Dr. Mark L Matulef

Title: Chief Steward

Address: 451 7th Street, SW, Room 10249, Washington, DC 20410

Phone No.: (202) 402-5763 Fax No.: (202) 708-2537

5. Which subsection(s) of 5.U.S.C. 7116(a) do you believe have been violated?
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(a)(1)

6. Tell exactly WHAT the activity (or agency) did. Start with the DATE and LOCATION, state WHO 

was involved, including titles:

The Agency has refused to provide information to the Union in preparation for mid-term bargaining, 

as defined by Article 49 of the collective bargaining agreement between HUD and AFGE Council 222 

(the Contract).  This information is essential for bargaining the implementation and impact of policies, 

practices,�and�procedures�incorporated�in�the�Agency�s�Personal�Security�Handbook�755.1.��Section�

49.02 of the Contract says, in particular, the Agency and Union will bargain over proposed changes in 

policies, practices, and procedures.  Although the Agency has stated that is has no current policies, 

practices, and procedures related to the subject matter of the Handbook, this is not the case.  The 

subject matter of the Handbook covers ongoing Agency (and government-wide), although the Agency 

may not have prepared written policies or procedures.  Little information on these operations has been 

provided�to�employees���in�particular�the�Agency�s�policies,�procedures,�and�practices�concerning�

review�of�employees�for��suitability��under�Chapter�2�of�the�Handbook.��The�Agency�has�established�

already an Office of Adjudications that operates in the area of suitability reviews.  Operations by this 

office can include actions against employees.  By not providing information on the current policies, 

procedures, and practices in areas covered by the Handbook, the Union will not be able to assess the 

impact of the proposed changes to policies and procedures proposed in the Handbook.  What the 

Agency has done, in essence, is to deny the Union baseline information on current policies, practices, 

and procedures.

On behalf of Council 222, I am filing this ULP charge.  I will provide documentation in support of the 

charge by attaching one or more files.

The Union submitted four information requests in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 7114(b)(4), each time 

providing greater clarification of the information requested and providing a more particularized need for 

the information.  It should have been clear from the outset, however, that the information was requested

in�support�of�bargaining�over�the�impact�and�implementation�of�the�handbook���for�example,�in�order�to�

develop�proposals�relevant�to�the�Agency�s�programs�covered�by�the�handbook.��

The Agency repeatedly rebuffed the information request, arguing variously:

Lack of a particularized need

Insufficient particularized need

Non-negotiability of certain subjects of the Handbook (despite providing the Union notice of the 

handbook and inviting bargaining on its impact and implementation)

Mischaracterization of the purpose of information requests as related to position classification

Lack of explanation of how the Union would use the information
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These arguments are unfounded.  The Union has provided detailed statements of particularized need in

successive requests for information.  The implementation and impact of the Handbook is already the 

subject of pending negotiations.  The Union is not seeking information related to the classification of 

positions.  The Union does not have to provide the Agency with its bargaining strategy prior to 

negotiations.

The following is a summary of key dates and communications between the Agency and the Union 

concerning the information request:

May 26, 2016.  The Union files its first information request.  The request specifies the need for the 

information as preparation for mid-term bargaining, including the need to know how the Handbook 

departs from current policies, practices, and procedures.

June 9, 2016.  The Agency provides a relatively small amount of information, but refuses to provide 

all of the information, stating that the Union failed to specify a particularized need.  The Agency states 

that it has no current policy in the subject matter covered by the Handbook.   Also, the Agency states 

that�the�Handbook�codifies�the�requirements�of�all�executive�agencies,�in�particular��suitability��reviews.

June 14, 2016.  The Union files its second information request and Demand to Bargain the impact 

and implementation of the Handbook.  The request reiterates the particularized need as preparation for 

mid-term�bargaining.��The�Union�clarifies�its�need�for�the�information�in�order�to�explain�the��nature,�

scope,�and�rational�for�the�proposed�change��in�policies,�practices,�and�procedures�under�the�Contract�

at�Section�49.03(4).��The�Union�s�communication�observes�that�the�Agency�s�response�indicates�that�

there are already policies and practices in compliance with government-wide regulations.  

June 22, 2016.  The Agency provides another small amount of information, but continues to assert 

that the Union has not specified a particularized need.  The Agency adds that the Union cannot bargain 

on security and suitability.  Also, the Agency states, incorrectly, that the Union is requesting 

classification of certain positions, and the Agency questions how the information request is related to 

the�Union�s�representational�duties.

June 27, 2016.  The Union responds that it was not seeking classification of positions or information

about security and suitability compliance, but information about the impact of the policies, practices, 

and procedures on the bargaining unit.  

July�6,�2016.��The�Union�files�its�third�information�request.��In�response�to�the�Agency�s�arguments�

against releasing the information, the Union states that upcoming bargaining is over the impact of the 

security policy, not the policy itself, and to ensure that employees receive appropriate Union 

representation in actions against them by the Agency. 

July 27, 2016.  The Union files its fourth information request, providing greater detail on its need for 

the information.  Also, the Union amends its information request to obtain information on the number of 
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bargaining�unit�employees�covered�by��suitability��reviews,��adjudications�,�and�actions�against�

employees based on such reviews and adjudications, as well as the policies, procedures, protocols, 

and forms used in such reviews, adjudications, and actions.  

July 27, 2016.  The Agency responds by stating that the Agency and Union need to schedule 

negotiations, and does not provide any more information.

August 5, 2016.  The Union informs the Agency in an e-mail between chief negotiators that it has 

still not received information in response to its July 6 information request.  

September 8, 2016.  The Union informs the Agency in an e-mail between the chief negotiators that 

is has still not received information requested.  The messages points out also that the Agency has not 

responded to all of the information requests.

September 8, 2016.  The Agency sends an e-mail between the chief negotiators on planned 

negotiations but does not address the information request.

Chief negotiators are Jerry Gross for the Union and Anita Crews, Human Resources Specialist, for the 

Agency.

The�following�is�a�discussion�of�the�bases�for�the�Union�s�charge:

The Agency failed to abide by the terms of the contract with respect to information requests as part of 

the mid-term bargaining process.  Under Section 49.03(4), Information to the Union on Mid-Term 

Changes, the Contract states that the notice of proposed changes in policy or past practice must 

contain:

(a) Copy of the current policy or past practice;

(b) The nature, scope, and rationale for the proposed change;

(c) A copy or statement of the proposed new policy or practice; and

(d) The proposed implementation date.

The Agency has not provided information on the current policy or past practice.  In its response to the 

Union on June 9, the Agency said it had no current policy.  Yet, the Union knows that the Agency has 

conducted��suitability�adjudications��through�its�representational�activities���so,�there�must�be�a�current

policy or practice.  Furthermore, the Agency has said that the Handbook implements government-wide 

requirements�that�are�not�new�requirements.��The�Union�s�information�request�seeks�information�on�the�

number�of�investigations,�adjudications,�and�actions�against�employees�within�the�past�five�years���in�

order to learn more about current policies and practices, and in order to effectively determine the impact

of the proposed policy and procedures.  Implicit in Section 49.03 is the right of the Union to request 

information�related�to�mid-term�bargaining.��The�section�states,�in�relevant�part:��Any�requests�for�

further information by the Union shall not delay the commencement of negotiations.  Once negotiations 

begin, the parties may modify their initial proposals and/or submit counter-proposals upon receipt of 
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previously�unavailable�information�related�to�the�scope�of�the�negotiations.���The�Agency�has�stated�its�

opposition to providing information requested by the Union.  At this time, the Union is not seeking FLRA

involvement in whether the Agency is meeting its other mid-term bargaining obligations under Article 49

of�the�Contract,�although�the�Agency�s�refusal�to�provide�information�could�be�viewed�as�an�anticipated�

breach of the Contract.

The Union provided sufficient particularized need for the information.  The information requested is 

necessary for full and proper discussion, understanding and negotiation of 

subjects within the scope of collective bargaining.  The Union has provided approximately 30 pages of 

justification�for�requesting�information�related�to�the�subject�matter�of�the�Handbook.��The�Union�s�

request is based, largely, on the need to compare current and proposed policies, practices, and 

procedures,�in�order�to�determine�the�impact�of�these�changes���as�provided�for�in�Article�49�of�the�

Contract.  Furthermore, the Union needs the information to determine any regional or local impact of 

the�policy,�practice,�and�procedure�changes,�which�might�affect�the�right�to�bargain�by�AFGE�s�local�

HUD�unions�or�groups�of�local�HUD�unions�under�Council�222�s�regional�structure.��The�information�

request�goes�also�to�the�scope�of�the�Handbook�s�impact���for�example,�by�addressing�the�positions�

affected by various provisions of the Handbook and the geographic location of these positions.  Also, 

the�information�request�goes�to�the�Union�s�representational�duties.��The�Union�does�not�receive�notice�

of investigations or adjudications related to the subject matter of the Handbook, and it is not clear that 

the Union receives notice on a regular basis of actions against employees arising from such 

investigations�or�adjudications.��The�bargaining�unit�is�deprived�of�the�Union�s�full�representation�when�

the Union is not informed of agency activities that concern the investigation, adjudication of concerns, 

or actions against bargaining unit employees.  Union communications of May 6, June 14, July 6, and 

July 27 provide sufficient particularized need to support the information request.

The�Agency�s�responses�do�not�contain�sufficient�bases�for�protecting�the�information�requested.��The�

Agency has not provided evidence in support of refusal to provide the information requested.  On the 

contrary, the Agency has made only general statements that it will not provide the information because 

the�Union�cannot�bargain�over�security�policies.��In�addition,�the�Agency�s�own�practices�indicate�that�it�

will negotiate with the Union over the implementation and impact of security matters.  For example, the 

Contract ratified in 2015 incorporates MOUs and Supplements on implementation of a homeland 

security Presidential Directive and PIV cards, negotiated under the previous contract.

The�Agency�s�rejection�of�the�request�was�based�on�misstatements�about�what�the�Union�was�

requesting.  The Agency stated in its June 22 memo that the Union was requesting classification of 

positions and information about security programs.  The Union responded on June 27 by stating that it 

was not seeking position classifications or information about security programs.    
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The�Agency�is�not�entitled�to�a�statement�of�need�that�is�so�specific�that�it�reveals�the�Union�s�

negotiating�strategy.��The�Agency�s�June�9�response�suggests�that�the�Agency�has�a�right�to�know�how�

the Union plans to use the information in upcoming negotiations and that it would reevaluate the 

request if the Union provided this information.  The Agency does not have a right to this information 

from the Union under the Labor-Management Statute or the Contract.  There is nothing in law that 

requires the Union to reveal its negotiations strategy, other than provisions in Article 49 related to the 

Union�s�presentation�of�proposals.��The�Agency�is�not�entitled�to�greater�detail�on�how�the�Union�plans�

to use the information it has requested.  The Union must provide particularized need, which it has done 

by stating that the information will be used to prepare for upcoming mid-term bargaining.  

7. Have you or anyone else raised this matter in any other procedure?

No

If yes, where?

8.  I DECLARE THAT I HAVE READ THIS CHARGE AND THAT THE STATEMENTS IN IT ARE TRUE TO THE 

BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF. I UNDERSTAND THAT MAKING WILLFULLY FALSE 

STATEMENTS CAN BE PUNISHED BY FINE AND IMPRISONMENT, 18 U.S.C. 1001. THIS CHARGE WAS 

SERVED ON ALL PERSONS IDENTIFIED IN BOX #3 BY:

Email Fax First Class Mail

In Person Comm.Delivery Certified Mail

Dr. Mark L Matulef Signed: Dr. Mark L Matulef

Type or Print your name Your Signature Date
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